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The purpose of this research was: first, to explain the portrait of a marriage couple household life different religious organizations in Batu city. Second, to describe the issues and challenges facing households marriage couple different religious organizations in Batu city. third, to analyze the efforts made by marriage couple different religious organizations in fostering family.

This research is qualitative research using a phenomenological approach. The researchers used indepth interview method and observations in data collection. Informants chosen by purposive and snowball sampling. Data obtained is analyze use conflict management model of W.Thomas and Ralph H. Killman and Sakinah principle of Khairuddin Nasution.

The findings of this study are: (1) in daily life there are families who are moderate and conservative in foster families (2) challenges that is facing by the couple different religious organizations comes from internal factors and external factors family (3) management that is used more to model Competing – Avoiding that leads to a win-lose solution and Compromising – Accomodating which leads to a win-win solution.

Concept of conflict management by Thomas and Killman with the principle of the formation of sakinah family by Khairuddin Nasution both can support each other to make a quality family and better family i.e. sakinah mawaddah warahmah family although based on the striking difference in the background of the household.